
FPCE Ash Wednesday Project 

 

Ash Wednesday and Lent can be times when our faith grows as we take on spiritual disciplines.  

Traditionally, many give up a favorite food during Lent.  Others donate money they save from 

coffee or treat purchases to worthy programs.  Fasting can take many forms: refraining from 

sweets, giving up the use of plastic bags, taking a break from social media, decreasing all kinds 

of screen time, not eating as much meat, turning down the thermostat to save energy, etc.  

Yet, fasting does not have to be negative.   

We can fast by adding a practice like devotional time to our routine, adding moments of 

stillness or prayer, walking more, calling up friends or family and talking rather than texting or 

emailing, being positive, visiting someone while being safe and socially distant, giving to a food 

bank, volunteering somewhere new, etc.  There are a lot of ways to reflect on our lives and 

repent from those things taking us away from God.   

 

Here at FPCE, I invite you to get creative with two activities: 

First, color the cross included in this letter.  Be creative and have fun.  There are no rules.  Yet 

there is a way you can hold yourself accountable for any Lenten decisions.  Write your 

decisions on the cross.  You do not have to fill up the entire cross but write down your goals 

for Lent and use the cross as a daily reminder to follow where Jesus is leading.   

 

Second, use the finger labyrinth.  A labyrinth is a meandering path with a singular path leading 

to a center. Labyrinths are an ancient archetype dating back 4,000 years or more, used 

symbolically, as a walking meditation in the Christian tradition. Labyrinths are tools for 

personal, psychological, and spiritual transformation.  Labyrinths evoke metaphor, spiritual 

pilgrimage, religious practice, mindfulness, environmental art, and community building.  

Trace the pattern of the labyrinth as you pray.  There are no strict forms of a labyrinth prayer, 

but here is a simple template: ask God a question as you enter the path. Then, as you trace 

your finger through the twists and turns, listen for an answer. Let silence invite the presence 

and guidance of God.  For instance, you could start your journey to the center with confession.  

When you reach the center, journey out with affirmation.   

 

 

 



Or trace the line to the center praying for the needs of others. In the center, rest with God. On 

the way out, pray for your own needs.  Use your time prayerfully seeking Christ’s loving 

presence.  At the center you have travelled half the distance, turn, and trace the pattern back 

out.  When you reach the end, reflect, and thank God for whatever you experienced during 

your prayer.   

There is a walkable labyrinth here in Everett at Wiggums Hollow Park (2808 10th St.).   

This unique time of reflection and repentance does not have to be foreboding.  We can use 

this time to fast for good and develop a deeper prayer life.  I hope you join us.   

 

Peace, Alan 

 

Reminder: Our 2021 Lenten journey begins on Ash Wednesday, February 17th with a virtual 

service at 7pm.   

Beginning on Thursday February 18th, we will use Journey to the Common Good, Updated 

Edition by Walter Brueggemann to guide our 4pm Bible study.  Here is a beginning outline.  I 

will provide scriptures and you do not need to read the book to participate.  Everyone is 

welcome!   

 

Date   Theme   Part of Book 
Feb. 18  Intro to Study  Introduction 

  Feb. 25   Anxiety and Scarcity Chapter 1 
  March 4  Abundance   Chapter 1 
  March 11  Lack of Imagination Chapter 2 
  March 18  Loss, Grief, Hope  Chapter 3 
  March 25  Common Good  Total/Review 
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